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Omniunit Group is an international holding company. The company's

main focus is the development and implementation of its software

products and services in the decentralized finance markets. 

The company's philosophy is to introduce innovative technology into

the daily lives of users. The ability to provide quality passive and

active income to anyone regardless of their race, gender, location

and financial competence.

Standards exist to exceed them

Introduction
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OMNIUNIT TOKENS
Omniunit tokens are the digital assets of

Omniunit eco-system.

OMNIUNIT STAKING
Steaking is the primary passive income

tool for Omniunit eco-system investors. By

placing their tokens in the Omniunit node,

they get the opportunity to earn passive

income

Omniunit 
De-Fi
OMNIUNIT DECENTRALIZED

FINANCES

OMNIUNIT DEX
Trade crypto on modern DEX platform



Omniunit 2.0.
Tokenomics
OMNIUNIT DE-FI
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omniunit (waves)

omniunit (ERC20)

omniunit classic (ERC20)

omniunit cash (erc20) omniunit gold (erc20)



Standards exist to exceed them

Omniunit Token (WAVES)
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Omniunit (WAVES) is the first generation 

cryptocurrency token of Omniunit LTD. 

Also known as Omniunit base network.

Functionality:

-not tradable

(token is not used for exchange trading)

-dividend

(clients who place funds

(clients depositing funds in the "base" network tokens

 receive dividends in Omniunit ERC20 tokens)

-receive and send payments

-migration to Omniunit Classic is available

(Customers can migrate Omniunit tokens to Omniunit Classic)



Standards exist to exceed them

Omniunit Token (ERC20)

Omniunit (ERC20) is a second-generation

cryptocurrency token from Omniunit LTD.

Created as a test transition to the Etherium

network.

Features:

-traded

(token used for exchange trading)  

-receiving and sending payments

-integration with any applications in the Etherium

network 
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Standards exist to exceed them

Omniunit Classic (OMCL)

Omniunit Classic (OMCHL)

It is a token that will combine Omniunit (Waves) and

Omniunit (ERC 20)

The launch of the coin will be the result of the

project's complete migration to the Etherium network.

Features:

-Traded

-Dividend

-Storage, receipt, sending payments

-Integration with any applications in the etherium

network
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Staking Pools
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Liquidity pools allow you to earn passive income.

By placing your tokens together with tokens of

other cryptocurrencies.

Example: having Omniunit Cash tokens for $1000

and placing them in a pool with available

Cryptocurrency for the same amount you get the

opportunity to receive regular rewards

to your wallet. Example OMCH+ETH pool

(1000$+1000$) with a rate of 5-10% per month

you will receive

From 5 to 10% in ETH to your wallet each month

 
 



Omniunit DEX
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www.omniunitdex.com

This is a decentralized exchange for trading cryptocurrency

on the etherium network!

The integration with Metamask and the accessible interface allows our site

to be intuitive and user-friendly for our users!



Omniunit DEX
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1 OMNIUNIT DEX

Omniunit-DEX cryptocurrency exchange

OMNIUNIT LAUNCHPAD

Omniunit Launchpad is a platform for crypto

startups, ICOs and IEOs supported by Omniunit

Group.

OMNIUNIT FX

Blockchain based solutions for traditional

markets

OMNIUNIT TECHNOLOGIES

Omniunit Technologies is a product and service

development cluster for the digital assets and

decentralized finance markets.
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Omniunit Products
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